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came out of Ji Lianjun’s mansion, and David found that sisters Ji Meiyan and 
Ji Meiling were still waiting for him! 

“Mr. Chen, it’s okay now. Let’s go shopping together, shall we?” 

Ji Meiling hurriedly greeted David after seeing him! 

Seeing Ji Meiling’s enthusiasm, David couldn’t refuse, so he nodded and said, 
“Okay!” 

When David agreed, a smile appeared on Ji Meiling’s face! 

After walking out of Ji’s house, the three of them walked on the busy street. Ji 
Meiling began to trick David into giving him various information! 

“Mr. Chen, who is that Fire Phoenix girl with you?” 

Ji Meiling asked pretending to be casual! 

“Friend!” David replied! 

“Are they just friends? I think you two are resting in the same room.” 

Ji Meiling looked at David and asked! 

When David heard this, he could only smile lightly and did not answer him! 

David didn’t expect that this girl Ji Meiling would secretly observe him! 

Seeing that David was silent, Ji Meiling asked again: “Mr. Chen, is Miss Huo 
Feng your woman? How many women do you have?” David was stunned and 

looked at Ji Meiling blankly, wondering what happened to this girl. Ask like 
this! 



Seeing David like that, Ji Meiling said: “Mr. Chen, you don’t have to be 
embarrassed. For a capable man like you, it’s nothing to have three wives and 
four concubines. But I heard from my elder brother that your alchemy skills , 
much more powerful than our Medicine Master in Huanglan City.” 

“Even our Medicine Master in Huanglan City has more than a dozen women. 
You are so capable, ten or eight women are not too many.” 

David was stunned for a moment after hearing Ji Meiling’s words, because he 
didn’t seem to have counted how many women he had! 

Along the way, the number of women around him continued to increase, and 
he unknowingly accepted these women! 

But no matter what, David can never forget Sonya! 

He will never forget his promise to Sonya that he will give Sonya an 
unforgettable wedding. 

Seeing that David was stunned and seemed to be thinking about something, 
Ji Meiling wanted to ask something else, but was interrupted by Ji Meiyan on 
the side: “Little sister, are you annoying with your nagging? Are you not 
annoying?” Mr. Chen is also annoyed.” 

“I agreed that I would take Mr. Chen out shopping, and I didn’t just listen to 
your nagging.” “ 

Okay, I won’t say anything anymore. My eldest sister feels bad…” Ji Meiling 
hehehe He smiled and ran away! 

Ji Meiling did it on purpose, deliberately creating opportunities for David and Ji 
Meiyan to be alone! 

“This damn girl…” Ji Meiyan glared at Ji Meiling, then looked at David and 
said, “Mr. Chen, don’t worry about it, my sister is a talkative sometimes.” “It 
doesn’t matter 

… …” David smiled slightly! 

“Mr. Chen, let’s go take a look in front. There are a lot of things selling in 
front…” 

Ji Meiyan led David and continued walking forward! 



But just after taking two steps, I heard Ji Meiling’s shout! 

“You ba888t@@rd, let me go, let me go…” 

Ji Meiling shouted loudly! 

Hearing this voice, David and Ji Meiyan quickly ran forward! 

Not far in front, a tall young man was grabbing Ji Meiling’s wrist and said with 
a teasing look on his face: “Beauty, you bumped into me. If you don’t 
apologize to me, do you want to Run?” 

The young man was very strong, and Ji Meiling couldn’t break away at all. 
Behind the young man, there were several people following, all of them 
laughing! 

Many people watching around were all shocked! 

“Who is this stupid big man? He dares to tease even the eldest daughter of 
the Ji family?” “At first 

glance, he is from out of town. He is teasing the eldest daughter of the Ji 
family. He doesn’t want to live.” “ 

Looking at their body shapes, they look very much like People from Juman 
Palace.” 

Everyone was talking, but no one dared to step forward to help! 
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“You ba888t@@rd, let go of my sister quickly…” 

Ji Meiyan rushed forward with anger on her face, and saw Ji Meiling being 
grabbed by the young man, Shout loudly! 

The young man saw Ji Meiyan, and then looked at Ji Meiling, and his eyes 
suddenly shone! 



“It turns out they are twins. It’s great. It seems that I can enjoy a double flight 
as soon as I arrive in this yellow and blue city, and they are also twin sisters.” 
“It’s exciting just thinking about it. 

I’m going to enjoy it in a while.” 

The young man said softly . Blocking them would be a humiliation to the two 
sisters Ji Meiyan and Ji Meiling! 

Ji Meiyan’s face was red with embarrassment, but in the hands of that young 
man, Ji Meiling didn’t dare to act rashly! 

“Let him go…” At this time, David also stepped forward, looked at the young 
man in front of him and said sternly! 

The young man looked at David, frowned and said, “So it’s you?” 

This young man was none other than Qin Jingyun, the eldest son of Juman 
Palace, who almost had a conflict with David during the teleportation 
formation in Juman Palace! 

Qin Jingyun and the others were also invited by Ji Lianying and came to 
Huanglan City! 

Unexpectedly, Qin Jingyun discovered the beautiful Ji Meiling just after 
arriving in Huanglan City! 

Of course Qin Jingyun, who was very lustful, would not miss this great 
opportunity. He deliberately collided with Ji Meiling and then arrested Ji 
Meiling! 

“Mr. Chen, do you know this person?” Ji Meiyan looked at David and asked! 

David nodded: “This is the young master of the Juman Palace. His name is 
Qin Jingyun. When I first came to Huanglan City, I almost had a conflict with 
this guy while riding the teleportation array!” “A person from the Juman Palace 
in the Northern Territory?” Ji 

Mei Yan frowned and then asked in confusion: “What are they doing in our 
Huanglan City?” 

David shook his head: “I don’t know either!” 



David didn’t know that these people from Juman Palace were invited by Ji 
Lianying! 

“Boy, stop your fucking nosy and go away. I won’t trouble you about what 
happened in the past.” “ 

If you dare to meddle in your own business, I will make you suffer.” 

Qin Jingyun said to David Threaten! 

“I can’t see that it’s you who’s teasing you, right? Do you know who you’re 
arresting? That’s the eldest daughter of the Ji family. Do you think you can get 
out of here if you touch the eldest daughter of the Ji family?” 

David moved the Ji family out. After all, the Ji family has absolute authority in 
Huanglan City! 

When Qin Jingyun heard that he was holding the eldest daughter of the Ji 
family, he was slightly startled. 

Then a Juman Palace disciple came over and whispered: “Master, I have 
asked, this is indeed the eldest lady of the Ji family.” 

When Qin Jingyun saw this, he could only let Ji Meiling go! 

But when he let go of Ji Meiling, Qin Jingyun slapped Ji Meiling on the butt! 

This cowardly guy, even if he knew that Ji Meiling was the eldest daughter of 
the Ji family, he still had to take advantage! 

Ji Meiling’s face turned red with embarrassment, and she instantly pulled out 
a long sword from her waist and said, “You gangster, I’ll kill you…” 

“Little sister…” Ji Meiyan saw this, He quickly stopped Ji Meiling! 

Now they are no match for people like Qin Jingyun. If they take action now, 
they will definitely suffer! 

As long as these people don’t leave Huanglan City and tell Ji Lianjun when 
they go back, Ji Lianjun will definitely seek justice for his daughter! 

“Sister, don’t stop me, I’m going to kill this stinky gangster…” 



Ji Meiling shouted with anger in her eyes! 

In public, as the eldest lady of the Ji family, how could Ji Meiling not be angry 
when someone touched her butt! 

“Little sister, you are no match for him. When we go back, tell your father and 
let him make the decision for you.” 

Ji Meiyan pulled Ji Meiling and said! 

“Miss Ji, these guys from the Giant Barbarian Palace are quite powerful, you 
should calm down!” 

David also said to Ji Meiling! 
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David’s words made Ji Meiling quiet down, and then she glared at Qin Jingyun 
and said: “Wait for me, don’t leave Huanglan City if you can…” “ 

After that, Ji Meiling and the others were ready to leave! 

“Wait a minute…” 

Qin Jingyun shouted, and then several of his men blocked David’s way! 

Ji Meiyan frowned and said, “What do you want? This is Huanglan City, not 
your Juman Palace. If you dare to take action, I guarantee that you will die 
without any body parts.” “Miss Ji, don’t get me wrong, I’m not stopping you 

. I’m having a little fun, so I have to settle with this kid…” 

Qin Jingyun pointed at David and said! 

Ji Meiyan glanced at David, then stood in front of David and said, “Mr. Chen is 
a guest of my Ji family. If you touch him, you are touching our Ji family. If you 
have the ability, try it.” “ 

Ji Miss, I hope you can see the situation clearly. I will give your Ji family face 
and let you sisters go. Don’t be shameless. Do you think my Juman Palace is 
really afraid of your Ji family?” Qin Jingyun narrowed his eyes and said coldly 



. Said loudly! 

“You…” Ji Meiyan was instantly stunned and speechless! 

“Miss Ji, let’s settle the matter between him and me ourselves. You don’t have 
to worry about it.” 

David said, took two steps forward, came to Qin Jingyun and said, “How do 
you want to settle with me?” 

Qin Jingyun looked at David and said, “I won’t bully you. The two of us will 
punch each other. If you survive this punch, our holiday will be over.” The 
Juman Palace is known for its strength, 

and Now Qin Jingyun is in the Tribulation Realm, while David is only in the 
Fusion Realm. That’s why he is so confident! 

“You are shameless. You, a monk in the Tribulation Realm, are competing 
with a monk in the Fusion Realm. This is not fair at all.” 

When Ji Meiyan saw this, she hurriedly said loudly! 

“What is fair and unfair? How can there be fairness in this world of heaven 
and earth? Who makes his skills inferior to others?” 

Qin Jingyun raised the corner of his mouth and said! 

Ji Meiyan wanted to say something more, but was directly interrupted by 
David: “Miss Ji, I’m just going to punch him, it’s no big deal.” “ 

Mr. Chen, you are just in the Fusion Realm, and he is in the Tribulation 
Realm. Really, even my little sister is no match for him, I’m afraid you won’t be 
able to withstand a punch.” 

Ji Meiyan said worriedly! 

“Mr. Chen, this guy is at least the second level of the Tribulation Realm or 
above. I can’t resist him. I’m afraid you really can’t.” 

Ji Meiling also persuaded David! 

“Don’t worry, maybe I can.” 



David smiled slightly, then looked at Qin Jingyun: “It’s just a punch, but if I hurt 
you, you can’t bear the consequences…” “ 

Just You?” 

Qin Jingyun’s face was full of disdain: “Even if I stand still, you won’t even 
think of hurting me, and you dare to talk nonsense here!” “ 

To deal with you like this, I will knock him down with one hand. I’ll let you 
make the first move…” 

Qin Jingyun waved to David! 

When David saw this, he opened his posture, and the aura on his body also 
rose! 

Oh… 

David’s body disappeared directly from the spot like lightning, heading 
towards Qin Jingyun! 

Qin Jingyun frowned, and the disdain on his face disappeared. He didn’t 
expect David to be so fast! 

By the time he reacted, David was already in front of him, his fist bursting with 
golden light and heading straight for Qin Jingyun’s chest! 

David’s fist hadn’t arrived yet, but the sharp fist wind was already roaring 
towards him, making Qin Jingyun feel the danger! 

When Qin Jingyun saw this, he let out a low cry, and his body suddenly 
swelled up. Balls of red blood mist began to spread around, quickly wrapping 
Qin Jingyun’s body! 

At this moment, the power in Qin Jingyun’s body continued to surge, reaching 
the level of the fourth level of the Tribulation Realm! 
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Seeing that Qin Jingyun’s strength has almost reached the fourth level of 
Tribulation Realm, Ji Meiyan and Ji Meiling became nervous! 



They didn’t expect that Qin Jingyun actually hid part of his strength! 

Seeing this, everyone around them also looked at David, saying that David 
was worried! 

After all, the difference in strength between David and Qin Jingyun is too 
great! 

“This little Taoist friend is probably going to be in trouble now.” 

“Comparing the Fusion Realm with the Tribulation Realm, there is no chance 
of winning.” “ 

This Taoist friend is a medicine master. Yesterday, he was defeated by the 
Medicine Master. It’s a pity. He has the ability to refine medicine.” 

Someone recognized David’s identity, which was a pity! 

After all, a high-level alchemist is rare, but everyone knows that the strength 
of an alchemist is not too high. After all, these alchemists mainly focus on 
alchemy and medical skills! 

“Boy, are you scared now? If you are, you can kneel on the ground and 
kowtow to me three times, and I will avoid this punch!” Qin Jingyun looked at 
Chen 

Ping and said with a proud face! 

“The realm of the third level of the Tribulation Realm is really good. I didn’t 
expect that the stupid big guy from your Juman Palace could reach this level!” 
David 

smiled lightly, not taking Qin Jingyun seriously at all! 

Even though Qin Jingyun’s current strength has reached the third level of 
Tribulation Realm, David is still not afraid! 

I saw the golden light on David’s body flashing, and the power of the dragon 
burst out! 

Bang… 

the fists collided, making a deafening sound, like a thunderbolt from the blue! 



Click…… 

Hearing a crisp sound of bone cracking, Qin Jingyun’s expression changed 
drastically, the blood-colored mist around him instantly dissipated, and he flew 
backwards in an instant! 

Boom… 

Qin Jingyun’s huge body directly collapsed the houses on both sides. He flew 
hundreds of meters before stopping. And within this distance of hundreds of 
meters, all the houses collapsed. ,a mess! 

Seeing this scene, everyone’s eyes widened and they were silent! 

None of them expected that David, a monk in the Fusion Realm, would knock 
Qin Jingyun, a strong man in the third level of the Tribulation Realm, away 
with one punch! 

It’s outrageous, simply outrageous! 

“Young Master…” 

Several disciples from the Juman Palace rushed over to check on Qin 
Jingyun’s situation! 

I saw Qin Jingyun’s arm hanging limply, obviously broken! 

His body was also covered in blood, enough to see how powerful David’s 
punch just was! 

Ji Meiyan and Ji Meiling opened their mouths and looked at David in disbelief! 

Especially Ji Meiyan’s eyes were filled with sparkle! 

She had already had a crush on David, but now that she saw such a brave 
side of David, Ji Meiyan couldn’t hold back her inner excitement! 

Ji Meiyan didn’t notice that Ji Meiling, who was beside her at the moment, 
also changed her eyes when she looked at David! 

In the world of heaven and man, the strong are respected! 



David is now in the realm of Fusion Realm, and he punched Qin Jingyun, a 
monk in the Tribulation Realm, into a state of embarrassment. How could 
such a man not be liked by women! 

Moreover, David also knows medical skills and is a high-level alchemist, even 
more powerful than Yaozun! 

The most important thing is that David also knows magic and can easily break 
even illusion formations! 

This kind of perfect man made the two sisters Ji Meiyan and Ji Meiling fall in 
love! 

In the world of gods and humans, there are no restrictions and constraints on 
the relationship between men and women like in the secular world. If David 
nods his head now, sisters Ji Meiyan and Ji Meiling will dedicate themselves 
without hesitation! 

All the sisters would feel honored to be escorted by a strong man like David! 

David didn’t know what the two sisters were thinking, but looked coldly at Qin 
Jingyun who was being helped over! 

Qin Jingyun’s face was extremely ugly. The majestic young master of Juman 
Palace and a third-level monk in the Tribulation Realm was punched out by 
David! 

It’s so embarrassing to be embarrassed in front of so many people! 
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“Boy, just wait for me, I will never let you go…” 

Qin Jingyun glared at David fiercely, and then was helped to leave. ! 

Seeing Qin Jingyun leaving, David did not stop him. After all, David could not 
stay in this yellow and blue city for long. By then, Qin Jingyun would not be 
able to find him if he wanted to trouble him! 

“Two eldest ladies, let’s go…” 



David glanced at Ji Meiyan and Ji Meiling and said! 

“Oh, let’s go, let’s go…” Ji Meiyan reacted and nodded quickly! 

Ji Meiling looked at David in shock: “Mr. Chen, I really didn’t expect you to be 
so powerful and able to fight beyond the level. Not only are you strong, you 
also know medical skills and can make elixirs. You also know how to break 
illusions and form formations.” .” 

“He is simply a genius. In our Yellow and Blue City, and even in the entire 
Central Continent, we may not be able to find a unique genius like Mr. Chen.” 
“Little sister, let 

alone the Central Continent, even the entire Heaven and Human World . No 
young person can compete with Mr. Chen.” Ji Meiyan said! 

The two sisters praised David so much that David felt a little embarrassed! 

Just as the three of them were walking and chatting, suddenly in the direction 
of the Ji family’s residence in Huanglan City, a soaring aura rose from the 
ground, spread instantly, and enveloped the entire Huanglan City! 

This breath was like something suddenly exploding, spreading to all 
directions, and disappeared in an instant! 

But when this breath passed in front of him, David instantly felt it. This was the 
original power, and it was the original power of Wuzhu! 

“What’s going on? What happened at home?” 

“I don’t know either!” 

“Quick, go home and take a look…” 

Ji Meiyan and Ji Meiling panicked and hurriedly ran towards the Ji family! 

David also followed behind! 

When the three of them arrived at Ji’s house, they found that Ji’s house was 
already surrounded by people! 

Everyone looked at the ancestral land of the Ji family! 



“Brother, what’s wrong?” Ji Meiyan stepped forward and asked Ji Cheng! 

“I don’t know, maybe the ancestral land has been opened.” 

Ji Cheng said! 

“The ancestral land is open?” Ji Meiyan was stunned: “How is it possible? The 
ancestral land doesn’t automatically open once every ten years. It’s not even 
ten years now.” “I don’t know. Dad followed his second uncle and brought 
several people with him 

. The elder went to the ancestral land to check.” 

“It would be great if the ancestral land is opened. The ancestor must have felt 
the arrival of the sixth brother and opened the ancestral land in advance.” 

Ji Cheng glanced at Ji Yun and said! 

“Brother, what’s the use of opening this ancestral land?” Ji Yun asked in 
confusion! 

“Sixth brother, in this ancestral land, there are many treasures left by our 
ancestors, and there are also various unowned sources. These are great 
resources for cultivation.” Ji Cheng said to Ji Yun 

! 

After hearing this, Ji Yun said with a slight embarrassment: “But I didn’t realize 
the origin…” “ 

That’s okay, you think we have realized it. We can’t absorb the origin of the 
Masterless, but we can absorb other breaths. As long as you can get in, it will 
definitely be a great thing!” 

“This ancestral land is only opened once every ten years. I didn’t expect it to 
be opened earlier this time. If it is really opened early, it proves that you are 
very lucky, sixth brother.” 

Ji Cheng looked at Ji Yun enviously and said! 

Everyone was waiting quietly. It was not clear what the specific situation was 
now! 



Not long after, Ji Lianjun and Ji Lianying walked out of the ancestral land, 
followed by several elders of the Ji family. Everyone had confusion and 
doubts on their faces! 

“Dad, how are you? Is the ancestral land opened?” 

Seeing this, Ji Cheng rushed up and asked! 

Ji Lianjun nodded: “It’s indeed turned on. It’s really strange this time. Why did 
it turn on before the time?” “Did 

n’t you go in and ask Taizu?” Ji Cheng asked! 

 


